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ABSTRACT 
Let & be the complex algebra generated by a pair of n X n Hermitian matrices A, 
B. A recent result of Watters states that A,B are simultaneously unitarily quasidi- 
agonalizable [i.e., A and B are simultaneously unitarily similar to direct sums 
Cl@... e3c,, I&@.., 63 0, for some t, where C,, 0, are ki X 4 and ki < 2 (1~ i < t)] 
if and only if [p(A,B),A]’ and [p(A,B),B12 belong to the center of &? for all 
polynomials p (x, y) in the noncommuting variables x, y. In this paper, we obtain a 
finite set of conditions which works. In particular we show that if A,B are positive 
semidefinite, then A,B are simultaneously quasidiagonalizable if (and only if) [A, B]‘. 
[A2,B12 and [A,B212 commute with A,B. 
In [5] J, F. Watters obtained necessary and sufficient conditions for a set 
S of normal matrices to be simultaneously unitarily quasidiagonalizable [i.e., 
there exists a unitary matrix U such that for every S ES , U -‘SU= S, 
@. . . ~S,,whereSiis2X2(1<i~r-1),andS,isIX1or2X2,depending 
on the parity of n]. In this paper we are concerned with obtaining a finite set 
of conditions which works when S consists of a pair of Hermitian matrices. 
Before stating our first lemma, we recall several results on the repre- 
sentation theory of finite-dimensional algebras. A good reference for this 
material is Huppert’s book [l, Chapter V, Sets 141. 
Let R be a ring, and let MfO be a right R-module. Then M is called 
indecomposable if M cannot be written as the direct sum of two nonzero 
R-submodules. We state 
I (Krull-Remak-Schmidt theorem [I, 1(12.4), p. 691). Let MfO be a 
tight R-module with the ascending chain condition and the descending 
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chain condition on submodules. Suppose 
M=M,@... cBM,=N,cB... G3N, 
are direct decompositions of M into indecomposable modules Mi,Ni. Then 
r = s, and, for a suitable ordering of the indices, Mi = N, (i = 1,. . . , r). 
Let &? be an algebra over a field K. By a right d-module is meant a 
K-vector space which is a right Q-module in the ring sense. It is convenient 
here to call a right Q-module V irreducible if V#O and V has no proper 
@-submodules (this differs from the normal usage in that a one-dimensional 
K-subspace U of V such that UO: =0 is here regarded as irreducible). 
Suppose VP0 is a finite-dimensional right d-module. Then V is called 
completely reducible if V is the direct sum of irreducible d-modules. We 
recall 
II [l, V(3.4), p. 4671. Zf @ is semisimple, then every right $-module is 
completely reducible. 
In particular, 
III. Tf k? is semisimple, then a nonzero indecomposable right @-module 
is irreducible. 
Suppose now that @ is a semisimple algebra of n X n matrices over a field 
K, and let V be the space of row n-tuples over K. Then V is a right &-module 
in the obvious way, so II implies that there exists a natural number s and 
irreducible @ subspaces V,, . . . , V, of V such that 
v= V,@. . . CB vs. 
Choose a basis q for each Vi, and let T= u Ti. Then T is a basis for V. If P is 
the change of basis matrix (with respect to the standard basis) for T, then for 
allAE@, 
P-'AP=A,@ . . 63A s 
where A, is njXni and ni=dimVi, i=l,..., s. 
Suppose further that V is an irreducible W-module and that VB #O. Let 
~C={AE&(VA=O}. Then 3c is an ideal of &, and E?=@:/K is simple. 
Also, 
IV (Wedderburn [l, V(4.4) p. 4721). i? is isomorphic to the full matrix 
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algebra M,(D), where D is a division algebra anti-isomorphic to 
Horn??? V, V). In particular, if K is algebraically closed, then c = M,,(K), 
where n = dim V. 
We note 
V. If @ is an algebra of complex n x n matrices with & * = d (where * 
denotes complex conjugate transpose), then Q‘ is semisimple. 
Proof. Since XX* is nilpotent if and only if X=0, d has no nonzero 
nilpotent ideals (cf. the discussion on p. 72 of [2]). H 
Since a normal matrix A is a real polynomial in A*, V implies 
VI. lf 5 is a nonempty set of normal n X n matrices, then the algebra 
generated by 5 over the real or complex numbers is semisimple. 
We now state our first result: 
LEMMA 1. Let s be a nonempty set of complex n x n matrices, and let 
@ be the (complex) algebra generated by s u {I }. Suppose that CZ = Q *. Let 
t,k l,. . . , k, be natural numbers. The following are equivalent: 
(i) There exists a nonsingular matrix P such that, for all S E 5, 
P-lSP=M,(S)Cr+. @M,(S), (1) 
where M,(S) is kixki (i=l,...,t). 
(ii) There exists a unitary matrix U such that, for all S E x1 
UFSU=L,(S)e+ @L,(S), (2) 
where L,(S) is kixki (i=l,...,t). 
Proof. Clearly (ii) implies (i). 
Suppose (i) holds. Let V be the space of complex (row) n-tuples. Regard 
V as a right 6? -module. By V, @ is semisimple, so by II, V can be written as a 
direct sum of irreducible @-modules. Also, by (III), every indecomposable 
&-module is irreducible. Let V= VI 633 . . . @ V, be the decomposition given 
by (1). By II, each y may be expressed as a direct sum of irreducible 
&?-modules, say 
~=vi,@..~ @V. WI’ 
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and the required result will follow once it is established for the decomposi- 
tion 
Hence we may assume that in (1) the Vi are all irreducible. 
If we can show that there exists a decomposition 
v= W,@ *. * cl3 w,, (3) 
where Wi I Wi (i # i) and where each Wi is an irreducible @-module, then I 
tells us that s = t and that the set {dim Wi( i = 1,. . . , t} is the same as the set 
{dimV,Ji=l,..., t}, and also that the multiplicity of occurrence of each 
particular dimension is the same in both decompositions. Let Bi be an 
orthonormal basis for Wi and let B = u B,. Then B is an orthonormal basis 
for V. Let U be the change of basis matrix (with respect to the standard 
basis). Then U is unitary and (2) holds. Th us it remains only to establish the 
existence of the decomposition (3). 
Take W, = Vi. Note that since & = @ *, V;’ is W-invariant, so considering 
Vrl as an &-module, we can apply induction to conclude that 
v,l= w,cB-.. @W,, 
where Wi is irreducible and W, I WI (i # i). 
This completes the proof. 
REMARK. We note that the lemma in conjunction with VI shows that a 
set of normal matrices is simultaneously unitarily quasidiagonalizable if and 
only if it is simultaneously quasidiagonalizable [i.e., there exists a decomposi- 
tion of the form (1) with ki 6 2, i = 1,. . . , t]. 
Let x r, . . . ,x, be noncommuting indeterminates. Let S, denote the sym- 
metric group of degree m regarded as a permutation group on { 1,. . . ,m}. 
The polynomial ( E %[ x1, . . . , cc,,,]) 
is called the standard polynomial of degree m. The Amitsur-Levitski theorem 
[4, (5.1), (5.2), p. 221 states that sm(xi, . . . , x,) is a polynomial identity for 
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M,(C) [i.e., sm(A, ,..., A,) = 0 for all choices of n X n complex matrices 
A 1,. . .,A,,,] if and only if m >2n. Let S be a nonempty set of normal 
matrices. By VI, the complex algebra @ generated by 5 u {I} is semisimple. 
So, by II, there exists a decomposition of the space V of (row) n-tuples 
v= V,@... CBV, 
such that each Vi is @-irreducible. Let kj = dim Vi. By IV, @ has an ideal Y$ 
with Q/&=&(C) (h ere we need the fact that C is algebraically closed), 
and hence, by the Amitsur-Levitski theorem, if & satisfies the standard 
polynomial s4(x,,x2,x3,;r4), then ki < 2 for all i, i.e., ,$ is simultaneously 
quasidiagonalizable. Conversely, if 5 is simultaneously quasidiagonalizable, 
d satisfies s4(x1,x~,x3,x4). This, in conjunction with the Remark at the end of 
Lemma 1, gives an affirmative answer to a question of Watters [5, p. 1161. 
We now prove 
THEOREM 1. Let A, B be n x n positive semidefinite Hermitian matrices. 
Then A,B are simultaneously quasidiagonaliznble if and only if 
[A,B]", [A2,B12, [A,B~]~ commute with A, B. 
Proof. The condition is clearly necessary, since the square of a 2 X2 
commutator is a scalar. Conversely, let W be the algebra generated by A, B. 
By Lemma 1, we may assume that Q is simple and noncommutative. Thus 
6? = M,(C) and [A, B]#O. Since [A, B] is skew-Hermitian, we may also 
assume that [A, B] = dg(X,, . . , ,A,) with 0 = tr[A, B] = h, + . * . +A,,. By 
hypothesis [A,B]’ is in the center of W and is thus scalar; specifically, 
+... = Xz # 0. Therefore n is even and 
Wl=[ ^o’ _;z]> 
where Z is the identity (n/2) X (n/2) matrix. Let 
Since [A2,B]=A[A,B]+[A,B]A and [A,B]=dg(hZ, -AZ), we have [A2,B] 
=Zhdg(A,, -A&. Thus since [A”,B12 is scalar, we get Af=A,” scalar, and 
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from [A,B’]’ scalar we get B, ’ = Bi scalar. Since A, B are positive semidefi- 
nite, we thus find A, = A, = zl and B, = B, = 01 for some real numbers Z, o. 
Now 
A,B; - B,A,* 0 
= 
0 I A;B,- B;A, ’ 
so 
A,B$ - B,A; = hl, A;B,- B;A,= -XI. (9 
Hence A,*A,Bl= B,*A,A,*, A,A,*B,= B,AzA,, and A,A,*B,B,* = B,A:A,B: 
= B,B,*A,Az. Hence AsA,*, B,Bz have a common (nonzero) eigenvector, v 
say. 
Let V be the linear span of 
Using the equations (E) and the fact that v is an eigenvector of A,A,*,B,Bz, 
we see that V is @-invariant. Thus n < 4, and so n =2 or n=4. Suppose 
n = 4. Write A, = PH, where P is positive semi-definite and H is unitary. 
Conjugating A, B by 
i 1 
‘0’ i we may assume that A,= P= A,* without 
affecting (E). But now U -‘PU is diagonal for some unitary U, so conjugating 
we may assume that 
where a, > 0. 
Now B, commutes with A,A,*, so if a,# a2, then B, is also diagonal, B,* is 
diagonal, and A,,A,*,B,,B,* have a common (nonzero) eigenvector, u say. 
Now the span of 
I”ol~[:i 
is &-invariant, forcing n=2. Thus we may 
assume a, = a2, so A, is real scalar. From (E), B, - B,* is scalar (unless A, = 0, 
in which case the result is clear). So B,, B,*, A,, A,* again have a common 
eigenvector. This completes the proof. n 
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THEOREM 2. Let A be an n X n positice semidefinite Hermitian matrix, 
B an n X n Hermitian matrix. Then A, B are simultaneously quasidiagonaliz- 
able if and only if the following matrices commute with A, B: 
Proof. Arguing as in Theorem 1, we may assume that 
and as before, A, = A, = zZ for some real z and Bf = Bt is scalar. Now 
I A,B 
A,B; - B,A; A,B, - B,A, 
= A; B, - B,A; A; B, - B;A, 
forcing 
A,B; - B,A; = hZ, 
A,*B,- B;A,= -AZ, 
52 0 A2 
% I[ 1 A,* 0 
F) 
A,B, = B,A,. 
Also, 
[AB,B]=[A,B]B= [:, 
Hence, from [AB, B]’ scalar, we obtain that h2(BF - B,Bz) = h’(Bi - BZB,) 
is scalar and XB,B, = AB,B,, so, since X #O, B,Bz = B,* B, is scalar and 
BIB,= B,B,. Since we may assume B,#O, this implies B, is similar to B,; this 
also follows from the fact that Bf = B,” is scalar and that 0= tr[A, B’] = 
2Xtr(B, - BJ. 
Conjugating A,B by i i 
[ I 
for some suitable unitary U, we may 
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assume that B, = B, without effecting the equations (X). Hence A, commutes 
with B, and B, commutes with B,. Let u be a common eigenvector of 
A,A,*, B,. Then 
is 6? -invariant, so n = 2 or 4. If n = 4 and B, is scalar, then the argument can 
be completed as in Theorem 1. Suppose B, is not scalar. We may assume B, 
is diagonal, say 
for some real u. Since A,, B, commute with B,, it follows that A,, B, are both 
diagonal, so they commute, and the result follows as before. This completes 
the proof. n 
We note that in Theorem 2, all but one of our conditions are of the form 
[A’,Bi]%Z(@), h w ere @ is the algebra generated by A, B. In our next 
theorem we examine the consequences of conditions of this type. 
THEOREM 3. Let A,B be n X n Hermitian matrices with A positive 
semidefinite. The following are equivalent: 
(1) [A’,B12, [A,Bi12 commute with A,B for i=l,2,3, 
(2) [A i, B’12 commutes with A, B for all i > 1, i > 1. 
Furthermore, if (1) or (2) holds there exists t > 1 and a unitary matrix U such 
that 
(3) U-‘AU=C,@... @C,, U-‘BU=D,@.+. @DD,, where Ci,Di are ki 
and ki < 4 (1 Q i < t). 
A proof of Theorem 3 can be obtained using the ideas of the proofs of 
Theorems 1,2 and is therefore omitted. 
We now give an example of a pair of matrices satisfying the hypotheses 
of Theorem 3. 
EXAMPLE. Let 
B= 
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where 
B,=[ _; J> B2=[yi _;,,I. 
Then [A i,Bi]2 is scalar for all i > 1, j > 1, and A,B generate Mu. 
We now come to our main result on quasidiagonalizability. 
THEOREM 4. Let A, B be n X n Hermitian matrices, and let @ be the 
algebra generated by A, B. Then A, B are simultaneously yuasidiagonalizable 
if (and only if) the squares of the following matrices belong to the center of 
W: 
[A2,B], [A”,B], [A~,B], [A’B,B], [A~,AB], [A",B"], 
[AJ"], [A,B4], [AP], [A,B~A], [Be,~~]. 
REMARK. It seems likely that some of the above commutators are 
redundant, and it would be interesting to determine a minimal set. 
Proof. We may assume that @ = M,,(C) and that n > 1. We may also 
assume that [A’, B] is diagonal and thus that 
[A2,B] = [ “0’ _,] (I the i,X z identity). 
If X=0, then A2 commutes with B and thus A2E Z(a), and therefore A2 is 
scalar; this fact will be used later. 
Suppose A# 0. Let 
A2= 
Now 
[A4,B] =A2[A2,B] + [A2,~]~2= [ ‘E;pl _2j!J. 
so since [A 4, B12 is scalar, A: = Al is scalar. 
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Thus A, = A, = zZ for some real z, since A2 is positive semidefinite. Now 
so 
A4= 
z2Z+ A,A; 2&z 
2zA; 1 z2Z+A;A2 ’ 
i 
2z(z2Z+AzA;) 0 
0 -2z(z2Z+A;A2) 
[A~,B]= 
Since [A’, B]’ is scalar, 
(t2Z+A2A;)2= (z’Z+A;A,)’ 
is scalar, and, since z2Z + A,Az is positive semidefinite, 
z2Z + A,A; = z2Z + A;A, 
is scalar. Hence A,A,* = A,*A, is scalar. So A,=tiU for some real w and 
unitary matrix U. Conjugating A, B by v 0 
[ 1 o z , we may assume that 
Let 
B= 4 B2 
[ 1 B; B, ’ 
Since 
[A”31 = [ “: _;I> 
we now have B,*- B,=hZ and B,=B,. 
Now 
’ 1 -2XB, ’ 
so, since [A’, B2]’ is scalar, BF is scalar. 
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Also [A’B,B]’ is scalar, so Bf- B,B,* = BF - B,* B, is scalar and B,B, = 
B,B,. Since Bf is scalar, B,B,X = B,*B, is scalar. Now B,, B, have a common 
eigenvector, say x, and this is also an eigenvector of B,*. Thus 
is a 93 -invariant subspace of C”, where 08 is the algebra generated by A2, B. 
So <fi is a direct sum of copies of C and M,(C). This is also the case if h = 0 
(of course, only copies of C arise then). 
Let 2 be the algebra generated by A, B2. Reversing the roles of A, B 
(note that the hypotheses of the theorem are symmetric in A, B), we see that 
there is a e-invariant subspace V of C” with 1< dim V Q 2. If A2 commutes 
with B and B2 commute with A, then A2 is scalar, B2 is scalar, and 2 is 
spanned as a vector space by A,B,AB, BA, and the conclusion of the 
theorem holds. Thus we may assume that at least one of [A2, B],[A,B”] is 
nonzero, and thus we may assume that h #O (otherwise replace A by B to 
start with). Let 
O# ; EV. 
[ 1 
Since V is AZ-invariant, k 
i 1 h E V, and thus either (i) V consists of elements 
of the form or (ii) V is spanned by two elements of the form 
Suppose (i) holds. From B 2 k E V, we get 
i 1 
B,2 + B,B; 2B,B, h 
I! I 
EV 
2B,B; B;+ B,B; h 
and thus, since B,Bz is scalar, 
gives 
[ I B,B,fl E v 0 . 
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Suppose on the other hand, no nonzero element of the form h 
[ 1 h E V. Then 
V consists of elements of the form h 
[ 1 _ h . Applying B2, we get 
I (B,2+B2B;)h-2B1B2h - 2B,B;h-(B;+B,B,*)h I E v, 
implying that 
E v. 
But B,* - B, = AZ is scalar and thus BlB2h 
i 1 is not of the form u - B&f h [ 1 _ u 
unless B,h = 0. But BF is scalar and nonzero, so B,h = 0 implies h = 0. This 
eliminates the possibility that V has no elements of the form O# h 
[ 1 
[ 1 h ’ Hence 
there exists an element ’ E V such that 2: is an eigenvector of BIB,. 
We now claim that azy eigenvector of BIB2 is an eigenvector of B, and 
an eigenvector of B,. Recall that BF is scalar, that B,B,* is scalar, that 
B,- B,* is scalar (-AZ), and that BIB,= B,B,. Diagonalizing I?,, B, simulta- 
neously by a unitary matrix, we may assume 
B,= [ “:l _tz2]. Z, (sxs), 
with u #O (if o = 0, the result follows from argument of Theorem 2), and 
B,= 
Let 
1. 
be an eigenvector of B,B, (a being s x 1). Say (Y #O. Then B, g 
[ 1 is a 
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multiple of t [ 1 , and thus, without loss of generality, 
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But then 
so if ,l?#O, then hi, -Xi are eigenvalues of B,. But since Bl - B, =XZ and 
B,B,* is scalar, say tZ, the minimal polynomial of B, has degree at most 2, so 
the only eigenvalues of B, are *hi. Now if t=O, then B,=O and X=&a 
contradiction. So t # 0 and B,* = tB2- ‘. So from Bl - B, = AZ we get Bi + AB, 
- tZ = 0, so h = 0. This contradiction forces ,B = 0. A similar argument shows 
that if /3 # 0, then (Y = 0. This establishes that w is an eigenvector of both B, 
and B,. 
If we choose 
such that u is an eigenvector of B,,B,, then 
span{[ ;]J Z]) 
is an @-invariant subspace. This completes the proof. n 
In conclusion, we remark that in [3] we obtain an additive criterion for 
the real algebra generated by a pair of normal matrices to be a direct sum of 
copies of R, C and the real quaternions, and hence give another criterion for 
a pair of normal matrices to be simultaneously quasidiagonalizable. 
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